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SERVICE ABOVE SELF
One profits most

Who serves best

DISTRICT 

“A timid person is frightened before a danger, a coward during the time, 
and a courageous person afterward.” - Jean Paul Richter

Upcoming Events 
6/5: Installation Dinner, Zarrella’s, 

8801 Astronaut Blvd, Cape Canaveral 
6:00 cocktails, 7:00 dinner 

6/19: Martha Duffy - Prostate Cancer 
Screening 

Rotarian Joe Triscari quickly handed off 4-way to Rotarian 
Brenda Mulberry, next?,.…all Rotarians need to brush up

Invocation… George Leonard

Pledge… JoAnn Yardley

Song… John Alexander

Absent   Larry, Tom, John H., Brenda, John S., Bob T., Tim T.Visiting Rotarians and Guests… George Leonard, Keith Holdsworth (UK), Jim 
O’Laughlin, Parents: Rick Hester, Jennifer McGuire

Did’ja know…May 29 at 11:30 a.m. 1953, Edmund Hillary of New Zealand 
and Tenzing Norgay, a Sherpa of Nepal, become the first explorers to reach 
the summit of Mount Everest, which at 29,035 feet above sea level is the 
highest point on earth. The two, part of a British expedition, made their final 
assault on the summit after spending a fitful night at 27,900 feet. News of 
their achievement broke around the world on June 2, the day of Queen 
Elizabeth II’s coronation, and Britons hailed it as a good omen for their 
country’s future. The next day, the news broke around the world. Later that 
year, Hillary and Hunt, expedition commander, were knighted by the queen. 
Norgay, because he was not a citizen of a Commonwealth nation, received 
the lesser British Empire Medal.

We were fortunate enough to 
have all four scholarship 
recipients attend our meeting. L-
R: Helmut Dungan (Rollins 
College, fashion design), Thalia 
Fuste’ (UNF, psychology), 
McKenzie Hester (UF, 
psychology), Lilly McGuire (UF, 
english literature). All four were 
very poised and confident as well 

as looking forward to furthering their education. It’s great that we are able to 
help these top notch students pursue their goals!

Our discussion and organization for Drown Zero continue. Marcin 
passed around sign up sheets for us to volunteer to keep and eye on the 
stations as well as hurricane preparedness. Primary and alternate persons 
are needed to cover all 41 stations. Also John A. stated that the beach 
rangers are on board to send a report of the issues with the stations at the 
end of each day to their supervisor Rick Gaudy who will forward John A.
Installation dinner is next week let Liz or Joann know you are going.

MAY BIRTHDAYS 

  5/3 Antoinette Prisco, Pete Seeger 
                                      (musician) 
  5/9 JoAnn Yardley, Billy Joel (musician) 
  5/23 Dave Brown, Jewel (musician)

Happy Rotary Anniversary to: 
Peter Cunningham - 17 

Rory Sullivan - 4 


